SPECIAL MEETING
OPERATIONS & CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE
MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
583 SAN YSIDRO ROAD
Wednesday, July 22, 2020
9:00 A.M.
Join by Teleconference:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/717077613
Tel: (872) 240-3412
Access Code: 717-077-613#

AGENDA
1) CALL TO ORDER, DETERMINATION OF COMMITTEE QUORUM
2) PUBLIC FORUM
NOTE: This portion of the agenda may be utilized by any person to address the Operations &
Administration Committee on any matter within the jurisdiction of the Committee. No consideration
or discussion shall be undertaken by Committee members at this time on any item not appearing on
this agenda except as permitted by the Ralph M. Brown Act. Discussion items receiving
recommendations by the Committee, and/or items requiring action will be placed on the agenda of a
future meeting of the Montecito Water District Board of Directors.

3) ITEMS FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION
* A.
* B.

Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Design – Phase 2;

* C.

Segment 4C US101 Water Main Crossing Relocation Project Geotechnical and
Design Services;

* D.
* E.

Fernald Point Lane Water Main Replacement Project;

* F.
G.

Semi-Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report;

H.

Update on Oceanview Avenue Water Main Replacement Project;

Update on Smart Meter Program;
Customer Communications & Public Relations;
Discussion on City of Santa Barbara Water Customers within District Service Area

* indicates attachment included for this item.

4) ADJOURNMENT
Note: In accordance with Executive Orders N-25-20, N-29-20, and N-33-20, issued by the Governor
of the State of California in response to COVID-19, in-person public participation at Montecito Water
District meetings is suspended. The District has established alternative methods of participation which
permit members of the public to observe and address public meetings telephonically and/or
electronically. These methods of participation can be accessed through the internet link provided at the
top of this agenda.
This agenda was posted on the District website, and at the Montecito Water District outside display
case at 5:00 p.m. on July 17, 2020. The Americans with Disabilities Act provides that no qualified
individual with a disability shall be excluded from participation in, or denied the benefits of, the
District’s programs, services or activities because of any disability. If you need special assistance to
participate in this meeting, please contact the District Office at 805-969-2271. Notification at least
twenty-four (24) hours prior to the meeting will enable the District to make appropriate arrangements.
Agendas, agenda packets, and additional materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the
Committee after distribution of the agenda packet are available on the District website.

MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM
SECTION:

3-A

DATE:

JULY 22, 2020

TO:

OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE

FROM:

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

JUNCAL DAM EMERGENCY RELEASE VALVE REDESIGN – PHASE 2

RECOMMENDATION:
•

•
•

Recommend that the Board of Directors make a determination that the project is
categorically exempt from environmental review pursuant to the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as set forth on the attached Notice of
Exemption
Authorize staff to file the attached Notice of Exemption from CEQA with County of
Santa Barbara Clerk of the Board.
Recommend that the Board of Directors authorize staff to execute a contract with
Genterra Consultants for Phase 2 of the Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Redesign
for a not to exceed amount of $124,883.

DISCUSSION:
The purpose of this project is to improve the functionality of the twin, 36-inch emergency release
valves at Juncal Dam in accordance with requirements of the California Department of Water
Resources Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD). During FY2020, District staff and consultant
Genterra Consultants (Genterra) completed Phase 1 of the Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve
Redesign project. Phase 1 included a review of all DSOD documentation, a site visit to the dam,
a summary of existing conditions, and project recommendations. Phase 2 includes field testing,
an alternatives analysis, preferred alternative selection, conceptual design, reporting, and DSOD
coordination. Phase 3 will include final design, engineering, construction, and inspection of the
proposed project,
Phase 1 did not include coordination with DSOD but extensive coordination will take place
during Phase 2 once the alternatives analysis is complete and can be presented to DSOD, in order
to ensure that DSOD agrees with the proposed approach to improve the functionality of the
valves. Genterra will present the results of the Phase 1 work during the Operations and
Customer Relations Committee meeting.
Genterra has provided a proposal for Phase 2 as shown in Attachment 1. Phase 2 includes the
following tasks:
•

Field investigation

•

Conceptualization of alternatives
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•

Cost Estimates and Schedules

•

Alternatives Matrix

•

Interim Operations Plan

•

Construction Considerations and Safety Requirements

•

Phase 2 Report (draft and final)

•

Preparation of Conceptual Design Plans and Specifications

•

Submittal of Report and Plans to DSOD for concurrence

Genterra completed Phase 1 on budget and on schedule. During Phase 1 work, Genterra proved
to be an industry leader in engineering services for dams in California. Their expert team has a
clear understanding of the dam history, valve design and operations, and has several viable
solutions to explore during Phase 2. District staff recommend awarding the contract for Phase 2
of the emergency release valve design project to Genterra.
This project is exempt from environmental review based on a categorical exemption in the
California Code of Regulations [“CCR”], as indicated on the attached Notice of Exemption form,
because the only work to be done for the project includes repair and/or maintenance of existing
facilities used to provide public utility services [CCR 15301(b)] and/or restoration of facilities
and mechanical equipment [CCR 15301(d)]. Upon an appropriate finding by the Board of
Directors, a Notice of Exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act will be filed by
staff prior to the performance of Phase 2 work. The Notice of Exemption will be filed with the
County of Santa Barbara Clerk of the Board and will remain posted for 30 days.
SCHEDULE:
Genterra has indicated in their proposal they are willing to begin field investigations within two
weeks of contract award, and the schedule included in Genterra’s proposal indicates all work can
be completed by early 2021. This timing will enable the District to receive DSOD concurrence,
and program Phase 3 work for FY2022.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Phase 1 was completed on budget for $59,980 as part of the FY 2020 budget. Phase 2 is
included in the approved FY 2021 budget for $125,000. Both the design and construction of this
project are included in the adopted 2020 5-year financial plan and Water Cost of Service Study.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Phase 2 Proposal from Genterra Consultants
2. Notice of Exemption Form – Juncal Dam Emergency Release Valve Design Phase 2
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GENTERRA

CONSULTANTS, INC.
ENGINEERING & GEOTECHNICAL SERVICES

May 21, 2020 As Revised

Proposal No. P2523-Juncal Dam Outlet Phase 2

Mr. Adam Kanold, P.E.
Engineering Manager
Montecito Water District
583 San Ysidro Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
Subject:

Proposal for Phase 2 Outlet Conceptualization and Analysis of Alternatives
Juncal Dam, No. 34-002, Santa Barbara County, California

Dear Mr. Kanold,
In response to your request during our teleconference on April 24, 2020, GENTERRA Consultants,
Inc. (GENTERRA) is pleased to submit this proposal to the Montecito Water District (District) for
the Phase 2 Conceptualization and Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) for the rehabilitation or
replacement of the outlet works at Juncal Dam. We have revised this proposal to include a subtask
for preparation of conceptual design plans and draft specifications for the preferred conceptual
alternative, with no increase in cost.
This proposal presents our proposed Project Manager and Project Team, our proposed approach
and scope of work, our proposed project schedule, and our estimated fee with a breakdown of
estimated costs and hours by task.
A. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
A.1 Introduction
GENTERRA has completed a Phase 1 evaluation of the outlet works at Juncal Dam in Santa
Barbara County, California, for the owner of the dam, the Montecito Water District (District).
There are two Ludlow-Rensselaer double disc gate valves contained within the outlet works tower.
The District considers that these two valves are at the limit of their design life. The dam is under
the review and jurisdiction of the State of California Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD).
A.2 Purpose and Objective
During the recent Phase 1 investigation of the outlet works at Juncal Dam, GENTERRA reviewed
available District and DSOD documents, participated in a meeting with District personnel,
participated in a site field visit and field discussions, prepared a summary of existing conditions
and concerns, provided conclusions and recommendations, and conducted a teleconference with
the District. This information is documented in GENTERRA’S Report “Summary of Known
Issues and Outline of Design Work Plan for Outlet Works Condition Assessment and Remedial
Measures for Juncal Dam” (Initial Report/Phase 1 Report), dated May 8, 2020.
Corporate Office: 15375 Barranca Pkwy.

·

Building L · Irvine, CA 92618
www.genterra.com

·

Phone (949) 753-8766

·

Fax (949) 753-8887
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This proposal outlines a procedure for addressing the known issues with the existing outlet works
and investigating if there are any other issues. The objective is to identify the best solution for
remedial work, either rehabilitation or replacement, to provide an outlet works that safely meets
the requirements of the District and DSOD.
A.3 Description of Juncal Dam
On the list of jurisdictional dams maintained by the DSOD, Juncal Dam is listed as Dam Number
34-002. The main dam is a variable radius concrete arch dam located in Santa Barbara County,
California. In addition to the main dam, there is a concrete gravity dam and a concrete multiple
arch dam. As listed by the DSOD, the dam was built in 1930 and has a height of 160 feet. The
reservoir has a maximum storage capacity of 7,000 acre-feet.
A.4 Organization of this Proposal
This proposal is organized to expedite review and approval by the District. This Section A presents
an Introduction with the background information, including description of the dam and
organization of the proposal; Section B presents the proposed Project Team; Section C describes
our proposed Approach and Scope of Work for the project; Section D presents a proposed Project
Schedule; and Section E presents the Estimated Fee with a breakdown of the estimated costs and
hours by task.
SECTION B. PROPOSED PROJECT TEAM
GENTERRA’s Project Team for the proposed services will include the following key personnel,
all of whom are employees of GENTERRA:
Project Manager and Principal-In-Charge
Lead Engineer/Assistant Project Manager
Engineer/Operational and Safety Issues
Engineer/Hydrology & Hydraulics
Engineer/Valves & Piping

Joseph J. Kulikowski, P.E., G.E.
Soma Balachandran, Ph.D., P.E., G.E.
Andrew R. Blystra, P.E.
Douglas A. Harriman, P.E.
Nazir A. Qureshi, P.E.

Resumes of the key personnel and names of support personnel can be submitted upon request.
In addition to the high level of expertise and experience of the GENTERRA professionals, we
have been in communication with the industrial representative for the Ludlow-Rensselaer gate
valve, and he has committed to working with us on evaluating the existing system, developing a

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_052120
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design work plan and the best methods for repair and/or replacement, as appropriate, and working
with us during the design phase.
SECTION C. APPROACH AND SCOPE OF WORK
GENTERRA’s proposed approach to implementing a plan for addressing concerns with the
existing outlet works includes the involvement of the DSOD. The District has reviewed the Initial
Report, including the proposed Work Plan Outline, and GENTERRA has addressed the District’s
comments in the finalized Initial Report. The Work Plan will be developed in Phase 2 and will
provide the framework for field investigations and inspections, studies, and the alternatives
analyses to identify the best solution for outlet works remedial work, including the two LudlowRensselaer double disc gate valves.
As related to the DSOD, we cannot do anything physical at the dam without letting DSOD know,
and we should inform them of plans and schedules in advance so that there is no perception that
we are keeping information from them related to dam safety. We also recognize that the DSOD is
busy but as the District’s dam safety consultant GENTERRA’s objective is to improve the safety
of the dam while improving the operational systems. Therefore, we plan to send the Outline of the
Work Plan to DSOD at the start of Phase 2 with a letter explaining that it is intended to make them
aware of the intended work, with the commitment that we will be sending them the Phase 2 Report
and Design Work Plan when they are done for their information and to invite any suggestions or
questions. We will include pertinent verbiage from the Initial report in the Phase 2 report that
supports the plan and the selected alternative.
The completed Work Plan will be reviewed by the District, as well as the DSOD, and work will
proceed as described in the Work Plan. Upon completion of the work described in the Work Plan,
the results, including conclusions and recommendations, will be provided to the District and
DSOD for review and approval before implementing the recommendations.
The scope of work for this proposal consists of the following tasks:
Task 1: Finalize Work Plan and Obtain DSOD Approval
GENTERRA will finalize and format the Work Plan Outline that is in the Initial Evaluation Report
and will submit the Work Plan Outline to DSOD for information with the commitment to submit
the Phase 2 Report along with a Work Plan and Schedule to implement the preferred/selected
alternative. After receiving any DSOD comments or suggestions on the Work Plan Outline, we
will complete the Work Plan for review by the District.

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_052120
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We anticipate that the Work Plan will include the following key action items:
1. Field Investigation.
2. Conceptualization of Alternatives.
3. Development of Cost Estimates and Schedules.
4. Development of an Alternatives Matrix.
5. Analysis of Alternatives.
6. Interim Operations Plan.
7. Summary of Construction Considerations.
8. Identify Personnel Safety Requirements.
9. Preparation of a Draft Phase 2 Report.
10. Preparation of Conceptual Plans and Draft Specifications
11. Submittal of Phase 2 Report to DSOD.
Task 2: Implementation of Approved Work Plan
After DSOD approval of the Work Plan, we will proceed with implementation of the Action Items
as described below in more detail:
1. Field Investigation - A field investigation that includes confirmation measurements of
the working space in the outlet works, measurements of the existing valves and piping,
a condition assessment of the existing piping including measurements and observations
about any deterioration, and a visual condition assessment of the existing concrete in
the vicinity of the piping with particular observations for any cracking, distress, and
other deterioration. The field investigation includes an underwater inspection of the
inlet pipes on the upstream side of the tower and the condition of the concrete in the
vicinity of the pipes. It is our understanding that the District will perform the
underwater inspection.
2. Conceptualization of Alternatives - This will include alternatives for rebuilding the
existing valves and alternatives for replacing the existing valves. The replacement
alternatives will include different valve options. All alternatives will include
redundancy and remote operation. The alternatives will include preliminary
engineering and non-engineering factors such as feasibility, complexity of design,
potential for design changes during construction, constructability, cost, construction
schedule, impact to reservoir operation during construction, reliability (historical
use/long-term performance), environmental agencies acceptability of any discharge
during construction, longevity, post-construction issues, ability to withstand seismic

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_052120
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loading, and the ability to operate after a seismic event. We will seek input from a valve
specialist and the District’s other consultant who is familiar with this type of valve and
the associated cost, access, installation, safety, construction and operational aspects.
Initial alternatives will be screened to refine and clarify the most favorable alternatives,
combine components where appropriate, and limit consideration of least favorable
alternatives in an attempt to end up with a maximum of four alternatives.
3. Development of Cost Estimates and Schedules - We will develop ballpark cost
estimates and rough schedules for the top four alternatives.
4. Development of an Alternatives Matrix - The matrix will rank alternatives based on
important parameters and for discussion. After completing Action Items 1 through 3
listed above, a matrix will be developed to rank the alternatives, including the various
options. A draft of the Alternatives Matrix will be discussed with the District before
finalization.
5. Analysis of Alternatives - In this task we will evaluate each of the alternatives and
present a summary to the District for discussions and collaboration with the District
and valve specialists. The goal is to select one preferred alternative to present to the
DSOD. In order to assist the District in the selection of the preferred alternative, we
will add weight factor for each category/factor that was considered during the
development of alternatives. We will develop the weight factor based on discussion
with the District. Important factors such as cost, and schedule are typically given
higher weight factor.
6. Interim Operations Plan - This will be needed to describe hydraulics and control of
water during construction. If it is determined that the existing outlet piping is adequate,
control of water could be accomplished using existing procedures; however, if the
outlet piping has to be replaced, the scope of work includes evaluating a cofferdam or
bulkhead for control of water. A valve rebuild or replacement will be consistent with
existing hydraulic discharge requirements.
7. Summary of Construction Considerations - This will include considerations such as site
access to the dam, access within the outlet tower, materials, hoist capacity, construction
sequencing, and construction schedule. It is understood that the existing hoist has a
rated capacity of 1,000 pounds and the weight of a new valve is on the order of 8,000
pounds. The scope of work includes identifying access limitations, providing solutions

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_052120
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for these limitations, and determining alternatives for lowering and raising materials in
the outlet works tower.
8. Identify Personnel Safety Requirements - These will be in compliance with OSHA
regulations for confined space. The scope of work includes requirements for confined
space signage, the requirements for a fixed ladder, fall protection, hoist and rigging
requirements, maintaining air quality in the work area, personal protective equipment,
and training requirements. The specific OSHA regulations will be cited.
9. Preparation of a Draft Phase 2 Report - The report will document the results of the
investigations and studies, summarizes the alternatives considered and the basis for the
selection of the preferred alternative, and presents conclusions and recommendations.
10. Preparation of Conceptual Plans and Draft Specifications - A conceptual design with
draft specifications will be developed for the preferred alternative selected by the
District based on the results of the Analysis of Alternatives. The conceptual design
will be included in the Draft Phase 2 Report as an appendix.
11. Submittal of Phase 2 report to DSOD - After review and comment by the District, the
Phase 2 report will be finalized and submitted to DSOD, along with a Work Plan and
Schedule to implement the preferred/selected alternative. GENTERRA will meet with
District and DSOD personnel, in person and/or by teleconference, to discuss the results
of the report towards obtaining DSOD approval to proceed with the design of the
selected alternative.
Task 3: Project Management and Coordination
GENTERRA will provide project management, coordination, meetings, communications with the
District, quality control and quality assurance review, and assistance with coordination with the
DSOD as required in each task. Project support by administrative and clerical personnel is also
included.
At no additional charge to the District, we will also develop Scope of Work and Cost Estimate for
Phase 3 Design Phase. GENTERRA will develop a scope of work for the design of the selected
alternative, including preparation of PS&E (Plans, Specifications, Engineer’s Estimate of Probable
Construction Cost ) and any Bid Documents such as Bid Form/Itemized Quantity Table and other
documents required by the District. We will also include the scope of work for submittal of an
application to the DSOD and coordination during the DSOD review and approval process. Please

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_052120
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note that before the design is at least 30% done, an application will need to be filed with DSOD
for alterations or repairs.
SECTION D. PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULE
GENTERRA anticipates that we can begin our field investigation within two weeks of receiving
written authorization to proceed.
A detailed breakdown of the schedule is presented on the attached project schedule. In order to
prepare the project schedule, GENTERRA has assumed that current Statewide and Countywide
restrictions will be lifted by the time of notice to proceed. GENTERRA is not responsible for
delays beyond GENTERRA’s control, and we hope that the District understands these limitations.
SECTION E. ESTIMATED PROJECT FEE AND HOURS
The fee for our services will be based on a time and expenses basis in accordance with the 2020
Professional Fee Schedule. Charges will be made only for actual work performed within the
authorized budget. A detailed breakdown of the estimated costs for each task is presented on the
attached cost estimate breakdown sheet. We will keep the costs as low as possible.
SECTION F. AUTHORIZATION
If this proposal is acceptable, please provide your agreement for review and signature. We do have
insurance coverage, including Professional Liability, and can comply with the coverage limits
required and stipulated by the District.
Please contact me or Dr. Soma Balachandran with any questions at (949) 753-8766. You may also
contact me at my email joekul@genterra.com, or Soma at somabala@genterra.com.
Sincerely,
GENTERRA Consultants, Inc.

Joseph J. Kulikowski, P.E., G.E.
President and Senior Principal Engineer
Enclosures:

Cost Estimate Breakdown Spreadsheet
Fee Schedule
Project Schedule

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_052120
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Cost Estimate - Juncal Dam - Phase 2 Outlet Conceptualization and Analysis of Alternatives
Montecito Water District
Proposal No. P2523
05/21/20 SB/JJK - SEE PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORK DATED MAY 21, 2020

1
2

3

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

TOTALS

Finalize Work Plan, Obtain District Approval & Submit to DSOD
Implementation of Approved Work Plan
Field Investigation (4 people for first visit, 2 people for second visit)
Conceptualization of Alternatives
Development of Cost Estimates and Schedules
Development of an Alternatives Matrix
Analysis of Alternatives
Interim Operations Plan
Summary of Construction Considerations
Identify Personnel Safety Requirements
Preparation of a Draft Phase 2 Report
Preparation of Conceptual Plans and Draft Specifications
Submittal of Phase 2 Report to DSOD & Respond to Questions
Project Management and Coordination
Personnel Initials and Names:
JJK - Joseph J. Kulikowski, P.E., G.E.
SB - Soma Balachandran, Ph.D., P.E., G.E.
DAH - Douglas A. Harriman, P.E.
ARB - Andrew R. Blystra, P.E.
NQ - Nazir Qureshi, P.E.
SL - Shuyu Liu, P.E.
KMM - Kristina M. Mohos
JWK - J. William Kulikowski

P2523-MON-JuncalDam_Phase2_Proposal_CostEst_052120

Classification---->
Role--------------->
Name------------->
Hourly Rate----->

JUNCAL DAM - PHASE 2 OUTLET CONCEPTUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
PER 2020 FEE SCHEDULE

Principal
Associate
Sr. Principal/ Principal
Sr. Project
Sr. Staff
Senior Field
Office
Expenses (See Notes)
Total
Total Cost
Proj. Mgr
Geologist
Technician
Assistant
Total
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Expenses
Initial
JJK
SB
DAH
ARB/NQ
SL
KMM
JWK
TMC/MAG
Total
Labor
Meals
Reproduction
Evaluation
$300
$280
$280
$240
$220
$180
$135
$68
Hours
Cost
Mileage
& Lodging
8
8
2
14
4
4
6
2
48
$ 11,106 $
$
$
100 $
100 $
11,206
60
90
19
150
22
22
64
14
441
$ 102,912 $
346 $
1,200 $
650 $
2,196 $
105,108
50 $
1,596 $
25,482
346 $
1,200 $
20
20
1
30
2
1
30
2
106 $ 23,886 $
$
$
25 $
25 $
7,965
7,940 $
4
8
1
15
2
1
0
0
31 $
11,335
$
$
25 $
25 $
4
12
2
18
4
1
6
0
47 $ 11,310 $
7,060 $
$
$
25 $
25 $
7,085
4
10
2
6
4
1
0
0
27 $
7,900 $
$
$
25 $
25 $
7,925
4
6
2
16
2
1
0
0
31 $
$
6,110 $
$
25 $
25 $
6,135
4
6
2
10
0
0
2
0
24 $
3,475
$
$
25 $
25 $
3,450 $
2
2
1
5
0
0
6
0
16 $
$
$
25 $
25 $
4,355
4,330 $
2
2
2
6
0
2
6
0
20 $
$
$
50 $
25 $
11,509
6
10
3
14
4
4
4
8
53 $ 11,484 $
$
$
$
50 $
14,100
6
10
1
24
2
9
10
0
62 $ 14,050 $
$
$
375 $
350 $
5,742
5,392 $
4
4
2
6
2
2
0
4
24 $
$
8,544 $
$
$
25 $
25 $
8,569
36
16
8
0
4
0
0
0
8
$ 122,562 $
346 $
1,200 $
775 $
2,321 $
124,883
84
106
21
168
26
26
70
24
525
NOTES
1. Travel will be from GENTERRA's Irvine, CA office to District Office and to Juncal Dam for the field investigation; assumes 4 hours from Irvine to Santa Barbara, 4 hours meeting, 8 hours site visit, and 4 hours return to Irvine
2. Travel is for mileage to/from Dam Site (150 miles each way) and plus one night lodging and 2 days meals for four people ($800) in one visit plus mileage and lodging and meals for two people in a second visit.

GENTERRA Consultants, Inc. Confidential
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JUNCAL DAM - PHASE 2 OUTLET CONCEPTUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
PROJECT SCHEDULE
ID

Duration Start

Finish

Assumed Date of Notice To Proceed

1 day

Mon 6/1/20

2

Task 1 ‐ Finalize Work Plan and Obtain DSOD Approval

30 days Tue 6/2/20

3

Task 2 ‐ Implementation of Approved Work Plan

94 days Tue 7/28/20 Fri 12/4/20

1

Task
Mode

Task Name

Mon 6/1/20

2.1 Field Investigation

1 day

Tue 7/28/20 Tue 7/28/20

5

2.2 Conceptualization of Alternatives

5 days

Wed 7/29/20 Tue 8/4/20

6

2.3 Development of Cost Estimates and Schedules

5 days

Wed 8/5/20

7

2.4 Development of an Alternatives Matrix

5 days

Wed 8/12/20 Tue 8/18/20

8

2.5 Analysis of Alternatives

10 days Wed 8/19/20 Tue 9/1/20

9

2.6 Interim Operations Plan

4 days

Wed 9/2/20

Mon 9/7/20

10

2.7 Summary of Construction Considerations

5 days

Tue 9/8/20

Mon 9/14/20

11

2.8 Identify Personnel Safety Requirements

4 days

Tue 9/15/20 Fri 9/18/20

12

2.9 Preparation of a Draft Phase 2 Report

40 days Mon 9/21/20 Fri 11/13/20

13

2.10 Preparation of Conceptual Plans and Draft Specifications

43 days Wed 9/16/20 Fri 11/13/20

14

2.11 Submittal of Phase 2 report to DSOD

10 days Mon 11/23/20Fri 12/4/20

15

Task 3 ‐ Project Management and Coordination

P2523-MON
Date: Thu 5/21/20
GENTERRA Consultants, Inc.
CONFIDENTIAL

6/1

Mon 7/13/20

4

134 days Tue 6/2/20

May '20
Jun '20
Jul '20
Aug '20
Sep '20
Oct '20
Nov '20
Dec '20
19 26 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 30 6 13 20 27 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20

Tue 8/11/20

12/4

Fri 12/4/20

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM
SECTION:

3-B

DATE:

JULY 22, 2020

TO:

OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE

FROM:

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

UPDATE ON OCEANVIEW AVENUE WATER MAIN REPLACEMENT
PROJECT

RECOMMENDATION:
Recommend that the Board of Directors appropriate additional project funding for the
Oceanview Avenue Water Main Replacement project in the amount of $138,247 from
unrestricted operating reserves to cover unanticipated project costs in excess of the Board
authorized amount.
DISCUSSION:
The District Board of Directors approved the emergency Oceanview Avenue Water Main
Replacement project in June 2019 to replace 700 feet of 100-year-old 4-inch cast iron water
main. As a result of exhaustive archaeological investigations (Phase I and Extended Phase I
studies and Native American consultation) it was discovered that cultural resources were present
in the area and would require appropriate mitigation measures pursuant to CEQA and State
regulations. The Board reviewed and adopted the MND in January 2020. Construction began in
February 2020 including archaeological and Native American monitoring during excavation.
The project encountered human remains on the north end of the project shortly after construction
began. At that time, the construction contractor moved to the southern end of the project and
worked towards the burial area while respecting the 50 foot buffer established by the
archaeological consultant and per the District’s consultation with the Tribal Most Likely
Descendant (MLD) provided by the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in
accordance with Public Resources Code (PRC) §5097.98. After encountering the remains, the
District environmental consultant worked directly with the MLD to determine how to handle the
remains. The remains of the first burial were removed and construction continued.
The project has since encountered human remains determined to represent at least a total of 11
individuals. All discoveries are currently stored in a secure lab facility until their final burial
place is determined through consultation with the MLD. The density of bodies signifies a
cemetery and findings have included milling stones and small artifacts. The burials and artifacts
are consistent with the population of Oak Grove people from the Oak Grove period which has
been established by researchers as occurring between 6,500 and 8,000 years ago (and potentially
older). The cemetery is a rare find with no other site similar to this being unearthed in over 60
years in Santa Barbara County.
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The project successfully constructed 700 feet of new water main, 19 new copper service laterals,
one hydrant, and one air valve. All customer meters were exchanged with new District smart
meters during the project. For properties where meters were outside of the County right of way,
the meters were moved back into the right of way, reducing the length of pipe that must be
maintained by the District and allowing easier access to District meters. All customer meter box
lids were swapped with new composite, smart-meter-friendly lids. The new main and services
were pressure tested, disinfected and tied into the existing system on May 28, 2020. All cleanup
at the site was complete on May 31, 2020. Outstanding work includes reburial of the human
remains.
A summary of all expected project expenses is shown in the table below. The Board approved
budget for the project was $215,000. The original approved scope of work included permitting,
CEQA document preparation, Chumash and archaeological monitors, and construction of the
water main, service laterals and hydrant. The inadvertent discovery of human remains resulted
in additional costs to the project. As required by the MND mitigation measures, staff directed
the environmental consultant and construction contractor to perform treatment of the burial in
accordance with CEQA and State guidelines.
The majority of additional costs were for archaeologists to carefully expose and unearth the
human remains and also for archaeologists to sift through all soil in the area of the remains to
search for artifacts. Other additional costs included added time for the Chumash monitor and
construction contractor to assist with the burials. Seven of the burials were removed (3 were
able to be left in situ, which was the preferred treatment understood during consultation) from
the site and are currently being stored in a secure laboratory. Per the request of the Chumash
MLD, Dudek performed photogrammetry and ground penetrating radar of the burial to document
the cultural site. Also requested by the MLD, Dudek will send a sample of the remains to a
laboratory for isotope analysis, C-14 dating and DNA sequencing. This information will be
helpful for the Chumash and researchers to understand more about the remains. Dudek
performed the photogrammetry and ground penetrating radar of the burial at no cost to the
District. The Chumash MLD has been appreciative of the District’s proactive and responsive
approach to treating this unique and important archaeological site.
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Table 1 – Summary of Project Costs for Oceanview Avenue Water Main Replacement
DESCRIPTION
Original Project Scope
County Permitting and CEQA Noticing
CEQA MND Document
Chumash Monitor
Water Main Construction

COST

Subtotal
Out of Scope Work
Archaeological Monitoring & Soil Sifting
Burial Treatment and Chumash Consultation
Chumash Monitor Additional Time
Construction Assistance with Burial
Lab Testing of Remains
Subtotal
TOTAL PROJECT COST

$
$
$
$
$

352
46,009
3,370
157,591
207,322

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

63,183
35,207
15,614
23,922
8,000
145,925
353,247

SCHEDULE:
The majority of the work has been completed. The remaining work includes reburial of the
human remains and lab testing the human remains. This work will be completed by Dudek in
coordination with District staff in the next 1-2 months.
FISCAL IMPACT:
As indicated above, since this was an emergency project, the project was not budgeted and the
estimated project cost of $215,000 that was approved by the Board of Directors was from
unrestricted reserves. The final cost of the project is $353,247 due to the additional effort to
monitor, treat, and manage the burials in accordance with Chumash Tribe requirements and State
guidelines. District staff recommend the Board allocate an additional $138,247 from unrestricted
reserves for the project.
ATTACHMENTS:
None
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM
SECTION:

3-C

DATE:

JULY 22, 2020

TO:

OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE

FROM:

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

SEGMENT 4C US101 WATER MAIN CROSSING RELOCATION PROJECT
GEOTECHNICAL AND DESIGN SERVICES

RECOMMENDATION:
Recommend that the Board of Directors authorize staff to execute contracts with Oakridge
Geoscience in the amount of $25,765 to perform geotechnical services and Wood Rodgers in the
amount of $78,780 to perform engineering design, permitting and construction inspection
services for the Segment 4C US101 Water Main Crossing project.
DISCUSSION:
The Board of Directors reviewed background information and approved the signing of the Utility
Agreement for this project at the regular Board meeting on April 28, 2020. The Utility
Agreement was fully executed by both parties on June 18, 2020 and states the project costs will
be paid 45% by the District and 55% by Santa Barbara County Association of Governments.
In May 2019, the District was notified by Caltrans that its existing 4-inch pipe crossing beneath
the US101 at Romero Creek was in conflict with the highway widening project due to highway
lowering of 3 feet in this area. District staff worked diligently over the course of the last year to
determine the best engineering solution and whether the District had a prior right for the pipeline.
Given its location in the distribution system, this US101 crossing is essential and requires
relocation. District staff worked with its on-call engineering consultant, Wood Rodgers, who has
extensive experience in jack and bore projects under Caltrans right of way, to develop a 30%
design required by Caltrans prior to creation of a Utility Agreement. District staff and Wood
Rodgers had significant communications with Caltrans working through the details of the project
including cost estimates, design assumptions, and design drawings. The resulting 30% design
drawings and cost estimate were the basis for the Utility Agreement. Additionally, District staff
and legal counsel identified a prior right for the pipeline, resulting in a 45% / 55% cost share of
all project costs with SBCAG.
The design, permitting, environmental review, surveying and geotechnical services for the
pipeline relocation project are included in the Board-approved FY2021 budget in the amount of
$400,000. Construction is scheduled for FY2022. The project will install a new 36-inch steel
casing using jack and bore technology from the north side of the US101 to the south side of the
Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) right of way near Romero Creek. The existing 4-inch cast iron
pipe will be upgraded to an 8-inch ductile iron pipe which will provide sufficient flow to
customers and hydrants on Fernald Point Lane.
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The design phase requires geotechnical investigations to determine the soil profiles in the area of
the jack and bore and a land survey. This phase will result in 100% design drawings and
specifications that will be submitted to Caltrans and the UPRR for review, approval, and permit
issuance. This project requires specialty design consultants and eventually a specialty jack and
bore construction contractor to perform the work.
Given the involvement of Wood Rodgers since May 2019, their high-quality work to date on the
30% design, and their extensive knowledge of jack and bore design projects, District staff
requested a proposal from Wood Rodgers to complete the engineering design, obtain permits
from Caltrans and the UPRR, and perform construction inspection. The Wood Rodgers proposal
is included as Attachment 1. The proposed fee to perform the work is reasonable for the
proposed level of effort. Given Wood Rodgers’ past experience with the conceptual design and
time sensitive nature of the project, District staff recommend Board approval of a contract with
Wood Rodgers in the amount of $78,780.
During the previous phases of this project, District staff needed geotechnical advice and reached
out to Oakridge Geoscience. Oakridge Geoscience provided initial services including review of
existing bore logs to support the District’s proposed design, free of charge. Moving forward, the
project requires two geotechnical borings, one on the north side and one on the south side of the
highway and a geotechnical report to assist with the engineering design. A proposal from
Oakridge Geosciences to perform this work is included as Attachment 2. Oakridge Geosciences
provided similar services for the District on the emergency highline repair projects following the
January 2018 debris flow and performed exceptionally well. Given Oakridge Geosciences past
experience with the project and time sensitive nature of the project, District staff recommend
award of a contract in the amount of $25,765 to Oakridge Geoscience to perform the
geotechnical investigation.
Additional components of this phase will include surveying, California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) documentation, and permitting. District staff will complete all Caltrans and UPRR
permitting and will contract with a surveyor to perform the surveying work. Staff will also
prepare a Notice of Exemption (NOE) pursuant to Section 15300 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
The documentation will include a memorandum to accompany the NOE that briefly describes the
compliance of the project with the requirements of CEQA Guideline Sections 15300, including
the relevant categorical exemption(s).
SCHEDULE:
Caltrans work associated with Segment 4C US101 is currently scheduled to begin construction in
October 2020 and to be completed in Summer 2023. The District will abandon its 4-inch cast
iron main by October 2020, as required by Caltrans for the demolition phase of the highway
widening project. The engineering design and permitting phase of the water main crossing
relocation project is scheduled to be completed by January 2021 and construction is expected to
begin in February 2021 and require approximately three months to complete.
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FISCAL IMPACT:
The proposed services are included in the Board-approved FY2021 budget. The proposed
geotechnical services contract of $25,765 and design services contract of $78,780 are within the
Board-approved budget amount of $400,000 for FY2021. The construction expenses will be
incurred in the next fiscal year. All expenses for this project are 45% reimbursable by SBCAG.
Invoices will be submitted to SBCAG monthly and are expected to be reimbursed within 30 days
per the Utility Agreement.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Proposal from Wood Rodgers
2. Proposal from Oakridge Geoscience
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June 1, 2020

Via Email: akanold@montecitowater.com

Mr. Adam Kanold, P.E.
Asst. General Manager / Engineering Manager
Montecito Water District
583 San Ysidro Road
Montecito, California 93108
Subject:

Proposal | Montecito Water District – US 101 Utility Relocation Project

Dear Mr. Kanold,
Per your request, Wood Rodgers, Inc. (Wood Rodgers) is pleased to provide the Montecito Water District
(District) with this proposal to provide professional engineering services for the US 101 Utility
Relocation Project.
Our proposed team for this project has worked together to complete other similar utility relocation
projects within Caltrans right-of-way, and has completed trenchless designs for utility crossings beneath
both Caltrans and railway facilities. These past work efforts have provided our team with the knowledge
required to complete this project in an efficient manner.
Scope of Work
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is in the process of finalizing the design of
roadway and drainage improvements for the US 101 within the District’s service area. The District has an
existing 4-inch cast iron water main that crosses the US 101 approximately 450 feet east of La Vuelta and
connects/loops the District’s distribution system between N. Jameson Lane and the end of Fernald Point
Lane. This existing water main also crosses beneath the existing Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) before
connecting to the existing water main on Fernald Point Lane as shown in Figure 1. This existing water
main must be relocated (lowered) to avoid conflict with Caltrans’ proposed drainage improvements
consisting of a new 24-inch diameter storm drain.
The District must relocate this water main prior to the construction of the Caltrans roadway and drainage
improvements.
The relocated water main will be designed for installation via trenchless methods (assumed to be jack and
bore) to avoid traffic disruption to the US 101 as well as railway traffic on the existing UPRR. The
trenchless design will follow design requirements for both Caltrans and UPRR.
The following Scope of Work (SOW) has been developed based on our understanding of the Project.
This SOW assumes approximately 250-ft of 36-inch steel casing will be designed for installation via
trenchless methods from N. Jameson Lane to Fernald Point Lane to connect to the existing District water
mains in these roadways as shown in Figure 1 below.

San Diego Office: 1775 Hancock Street, Suite 160 • San Diego, CA 92110 • Tel: 619.819.9240 • Fax: 619.512.5599
Offices located in California and Nevada

www.woodrodgers.com
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Figure 1 – Water Main Relocation Overview
Existing MWD
6-inch Water Main
(To be Relocated)

UPRR

Task 1: Project Management and Coordination
Wood Rodgers will coordinate with District staff on design items as needed to ensure consistency
between the design documents prepared by Wood Rodgers and the documents prepared by Caltrans for
the roadway and drainage improvements. In addition, Wood Rodgers will coordinate with the District’s
contracted surveyor and geotechnical engineer to ensure consistency of the design. Wood Rodgers staff
will attend the following project related meetings via teleconference or video conference:
 One (1) Kick-off Meeting
 Site Visit and Stakeholder Meeting (in person)
 Progress Update Meetings (As Needed)
Task 2: Prepare Plans, Specifications and Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Wood Rodgers will prepare design documents at the 30%, 90%, and 100% (Final) Design levels in
accordance with District, Caltrans, and UPRR requirements for review and comment. Any pertinent
supporting calculations will be included with the submittals. All drawings and technical specifications
will be prepared in conformance with District design and CAD standards. The Bid Documents will be
prepared as a stand-alone package.
Wood Rodgers will prepare technical specifications (submitted at the 90% Design level), and an opinion
of probable construction cost, which will be presented in spreadsheet form, organized to identify unit and
lump sum costs as applicable, and identify quantities of materials to be incorporated into the work.
All comments received from the District will be compiled and responded to in writing and incorporated
into the 100% (Final) submittal as appropriate. The Opinion of Probable Cost of Construction will be
updated and submitted to reflect all work elements associated with the 100% (Final) design.
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The anticipated Design Plans for the Project are as follows:







Title Sheet
General Notes
Pipeline Plan and Profile
Trenchless Construction Details and Notes
Pipeline Connection Details
Geotechnical Boring Logs

Deliverables
 30% Design Plans (PDF)
 90% Design Plans (PDF), Technical Specifications (Word), Opinion of Probable Construction
Cost (PDF)
 100% (Final) Design Plans (PDF), Technical Specifications (Word), Opinion of Probable
Construction Cost (PDF)
 Response to District and Other Stakeholder Comments (PDF)
Task 3: Permitting
Wood Rodgers will assemble the required documents and prepare the necessary application to process a
tunnel classification permit for the Project with the State of California Department of Industrial Relations
(Division of OSHA Mining and Tunneling Unit).
Wood Rodgers will also assemble the required documents and prepare the necessary applications to
process either a supplemental agreement or a new license agreement for the crossing of the Union Pacific
Rail Road (UPRR) right-of-way.
Wood Rodgers will assemble the required documents and prepare the necessary applications to process an
encroachment permit with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans).
Deliverables
 Permitting Agency Applications
Task 4: Bid Phase Services
Wood Rodgers will respond to bidder questions and will provide addenda specific to this scope of work
as needed.
Deliverables
 Response to Bidder Questions & Addenda (PDF)
Task 5: Construction Phase Services
Wood Rodgers will review Shop Drawing Submittals (assumed 12), Shop Drawing Resubmittals
(assumed 8), and will respond to Contractor RFIs (assumed 10).
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Deliverables
 Review of Shop Drawings (PDF)
 RFI Responses (PDF)
Assumptions
In the preparation of this Proposal, we have made the following assumptions as indicated below.
 Survey and mapping to be provided by the District or its contracted licensed surveyor. Complete
mapping of existing site features, right-of-way, and easements to be provided to Wood Rodgers in
AutoCAD .dwg format in same datum and epoch as Caltrans survey. No work related to survey
and mapping will be performed by Wood Rodgers.
 District to provide available CAD files in .dwg from Caltrans for proposed roadway and drainage
improvements.
 No subsurface hazardous materials or groundwater contamination will be encountered.
 Environmental documentation and services provided by Others.
 Preparation of bid documents and District front-end specifications by District.
 Permit processing other than that specified herein by Others.
 Payment of fees related to permit processing paid by the District.
 Scope does not include construction observation or inspection.
 Scope does not include property or easement negotiations or acquisitions.
 All deliverables will be submitted electronically via email or eFTP.
 Drawings will be prepared using AutoCAD, conversion to Microstation is not required.
Fee
The Project’s budget will be an amount not to exceed $78,780 per the attached Fee Table, and will be
billed on a time and materials basis.
Wood Rodgers looks forward to providing the Montecito Water District with reliable, responsive and
attentive service. We appreciate the opportunity to submit this proposal, and we are confident that Wood
Rodgers will provide you with exceptional consulting services. If you have any questions or need
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us directly.
Respectfully Submitted,

Karl F. Meier, PE
Associate – Water Resources
kmeier@woodrodgers.com
(619) 819.9222

Kevin J. Gustorf, PE
Principal – Water Resources
kgustorf@woodrodgers.com
(916) 341.7425

Attachments
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Exhibit A - Fee Table
US 101 Utility Relocation Project
Montecito Water District

2020 Hourly Rates (SoCal Area) $

250.00

$

205.00

$

TOTAL COST

DIRECT COST(S)

TOTAL HOURS BY TASK

Task Description

Engineer III

Principal Engineer II

Associate Engineer III

Wood Rodgers Staff

175.00

Task 1: Project Management and Coordination

4

32

28

64

$

500

$

12,960

Task 2: Prepare Plans, Specifications and Opinion of Probable Cost

8

48

88

144

$

-

$

27,240

Task 3: Permitting

4

24

40

68

$

250

$

13,170

Task 4: Bid Phase Services

2

8

12

22

$

-

$

4,240

Task 5: Construction Phase Services

2

24

90

116

$

-

$

21,170

20

136

258

414

$

750

TOTAL FEE $

78,780

TOTAL HOURS BY STAFF
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

Wood Rodgers, Inc.

6/1/2020
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PO Box 2540, Camarillo, California 93011
www.Oakridgegeo.com
805-603-4900

September 19, 2019
Project No. OGI0224
Montecito Water District
583 San Ysidro Road
Montecito, California 93108
Attention:

Mr. Adam Kanold, PE

Subject:

Proposal for Geotechnical Services, US101 Waterline Relocation Project, Montecito,
California

Dear Adam:
Oakridge Geoscience, Inc. is pleased to present this proposal to provide geotechnical
services for the Montecito Water District’s proposed US101 waterline relocation project in
Montecito. As described in the September 12 email by the project’s design engineer, Karl Meier
with Wood Rodgers, the pipeline relocation extends from North Jameson Lane (County of Santa
Barbara) southward about 250 feet beneath US101 (Caltrans easement) and the Union Pacific
Railroad (UPRR) easement and terminates in Fernald Point Lane (a private lane). We understand
the pipeline relocation crossing beneath US101 and the UPRR will be installed using trenchless
construction methods, possibly jack and bore, pending evaluation of site conditions and final
design. Two jacking pits are currently envisioned near North Jameson Lane and Fernald Point
Lane.
Both Caltrans and UPRR have geotechnical requirements for trenchless crossings
beneath their facilities which include subsurface exploration and soil laboratory testing to
characterize site conditions and provide geotechnical design parameters for the project design.
This proposal presents our understanding of the project, our project approach, proposed scope
of work, schedule and fee estimate.
PROJECT APPROACH
For the US101 waterline relocation project, we propose to characterize the subsurface soil
and groundwater conditions utilizing a combination of existing data, including Caltrans and County
of Santa Barbara Log of Test Boring (LOTB) data, if available, for the Romero and San Ysidro
culverts, and a drill hole near each proposed jacking pit location. The purpose of the new drill
holes is to: 1) define the site-specific soil conditions at the crossing site, and 2) install a temporary
piezometer to measure fluctuations in groundwater at the crossing site. The piezometer will
provide a means for monitoring the groundwater elevation with time and the ability to sample the
groundwater for testing as part of NPDES permitting, if required. Accurate evaluation of
groundwater levels will be a key consideration in selection of a trenchless construction method.
Saturated, granular alluvial soil could flow into an unprotected auger bore (jack and bore) and
cause settlement of the existing infrastructure. We have included an optional task to purge the

A DBE/SWBE/SBE Certified Firm
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OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.

piezometer and collect a groundwater sample for testing in accordance with California Water
Quality Control Board (RQWCB, Central Coast) dewatering well testing requirements.
For this study we propose to provide geotechnical criteria for the project design consistent
with the Caltrans Trenchless Guidelines (Caltrans, 2018) and UPRR guidelines. The Caltrans
Guidelines and Specifications for Trenchless Technology Projects requires a geotechnical study
by a licensed geotechnical engineer and engineering geologist to provide input on the following:
•

Boring and soil analysis logs, location plan of borings, cross sections, subsurface
strata, fill and ground water elevations;

•

Particle size distribution (particularly percent rock and cobble);

•

Cohesion index, internal angle of friction, and soil classification;

•

Plastic and liquid limits (clays), expansion index (clays), soil density, and
penetration tests;

•

Rock strength, rock joint fracture and orientation, water table levels, and soil
permeability;

•

Areas of suspected and known contamination should be noted and characterized;
and

•

The soil investigation shall also provide input on the presence of rock, cobbles,
and/or boulders, and the following (although not anticipated at this site);
o

Depth and extent of bedrock;

o

Bedrock type;

o

Rock strength;

o

Rock joint/fracture spacing;

o

Hardness;

o

RQD; and

o

Estimated range of sizes and frequency of occurrence of cobbles and
boulders.

The trenchless technology manual references a minimum of two explorations at shaft
locations with additional borings if the crossing is longer than about 400 feet. For this study we
plan to advance one drill hole at each jacking pit to a depth of about 30 feet. A geotechnical report
will be prepared providing the field and laboratory data, interpreted subsurface profile, and
geotechnical trenchless design parameters. We anticipate that an encroachment permit will be
required from the County of Santa Barbara and lane closure traffic control will be required during
normal daytime hours of 9AM to 4PM for drilling in North Jameson Lane. Based on our emails,
we understand that the District will apply for and pay the County of Santa Barbara encroachment
permit fee. OGI will provide a site plan with drill hole locations and our subconsultant, Total
Barricade Service, will prepare a traffic control plan for the drill hole on North Jameson Lane.

2
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OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.

PROPOSED WORK SCOPE
The scope of services presented herein includes utility coordination, field exploration,
laboratory testing, geotechnical engineering evaluation, and report preparation.
Task 1 –Project Initiation
We will review geologic data for the project area in our files, geotechnical data by Caltrans
and the County of Santa Barbara, including LOTB’s for the Romero and San Ysidro Creek
culvert/bridge, if available (according to the Caltrans District 5 website, the Romero and San
Ysidro Creek culvert/bridge were constructed in 1915 and widened in 1926/1947(respectively),
limited data may be available). We understand the District will apply for an encroachment permit
from the County of Santa Barbara for work in North Jameson Lane and will coordinate with the
property owner for work in Fernald Point Lane. OGI will contact Underground Service Alert (USA)
for utility coordination prior to performing our exploration. Due to the large number of utilities in
the project area we also propose to have a private utility locater scan the area with ground
penetrating radar to help evaluate location of utilities. We have assumed the drill hole within the
County’s North Jameson Lane will require a traffic control plan for the lane-closure as part of the
permitting process. Our subconsultant, Total Barricade Service, will prepare a traffic control plan
for submittal with the encroachment permit application. Low traffic volume on the private portion
of Fernald Point Lane (Fernald Cove) should require road work ahead and cones to identify the
work area.
Task 2 – Field Exploration
We propose to advance two hollow-stem-auger drill holes to a depth of about 30 feet or
refusal near the proposed jacking pits. The drill holes will be sampled with driven standard
penetration test (SPT) and/or modified California samplers at about 2-1/2-foot intervals to about
10 feet (to aid in characterizing materials in the pit excavation depths) and at about 5-foot intervals
below 10 feet assuming site conditions allow sampling. Bulk samples will be collected from the
auger-flights at selected intervals. The recovered samples will be logged in general accordance
with ASTM D2488 for visual soil classification by our field geologist.
As part of the trenchless evaluation, samples collected from the drill holes will be
monitored with a photo-ionization detector for evidence of explosive gases and H2S. Depths to
groundwater will be recorded where encountered. Upon completion of the drilling, one drill hole
will be completed as a temporary, 30-foot deep, 2-inch-diameter standpipe piezometer. We
anticipate the drill hole in Fernald Point Lane will be completed as a piezometer due to its
accessibility for future monitoring and anticipated downslope water gradient. We propose to place
slotted PVC backfilled with No. 3 sand in the lower 20 to 25 feet of the installation; the upper 5 to
10 feet will be completed with blank PVC pipe backfilled with bentonite chips and the piezometer
surface installation will be finished with a traffic-rated well cover. The final piezometer design will
be determined in the field based on the groundwater depth encountered during drilling. The
piezometer will need to be abandoned in accordance with Santa Barbara County requirements
as part of the project construction project (costs not included in this proposal). We estimate the
drill holes can be completed in one day including setup, drilling, piezometer installation, and
cuttings removal.
We have assumed MWD will provide a temporary storage location for three 55-gallon
drums of soil generated from the piezometer installation until testing is complete and the drums
3
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can be disposed of (typically, the testing takes about 10-days to complete after drilling). The earth
materials in the drums will be tested by a certified laboratory and characterized for disposal
purposes. We have assumed the soil materials are non-hazardous and can be hauled offsite and
disposed of at an authorized facility by a certified soil handling firm. We have not included costs
for disposal of hazardous materials at a Class III landfill.
Task 3 – Laboratory Testing
Geotechnical laboratory testing will be performed on selected samples recovered from the
field exploration program. The testing will be based on the findings from the field exploration, but
is anticipated to consist of the following:
•

Moisture density relationships;

•

Classification (grainsize/Atterberg limits);

•

Expansion Index;

•

Strength (unconfined compression and/or direct shear);

•

Corrosion potential (pH, Resistivity, Chlorides, and Sulfates); and

•

Consolidation, if appropriate.

Task 4 – Geotechnical Analyses and Report
We will evaluate the subsurface geotechnical data obtained for this study and prepare a
geotechnical report consistent with Caltrans and UPRR requirements for the proposed pipeline
crossing. The report will be signed by a Certified Engineering Geologist and by a Geotechnical
Engineer, both licensed in California and will include the following:
•

Summary of work performed;

•

Logs of the drill holes and an exploration map;

•

Interpreted subsurface profile including soil classification;

•

Laboratory test results;

•

Summary of anticipated subsurface soil and groundwater conditions along the
trenchless pipeline alignment based on the work performed for this study;

•

Anticipated excavation conditions, temporary support/shoring considerations, and
temporary slope considerations;

•

Earthwork and grading recommendations;

•

Dewatering considerations for temporary construction conditions (does not include
design of dewatering system);

•

Lateral earth pressure design parameters for below-grade walls (vaults);

•

Sliding and passive pressure resistance parameters (vaults);

•

Suitability of excavated materials for use as fill and select fill material;

•

Suggested specifications for on-site and imported materials used as fill; and

•

Corrosion considerations.

4
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Task 5 – Trenchless Design Support
We have provided for a total of eight hours to assist Wood Rodgers with design support
for the trenchless crossing. We anticipate the trenchless support may consist of review of project
plans and specifications developed for the crossing, assistance with interpretation of geotechnical
conditions, and providing geotechnical input into project design.
Optional Task 6 – Groundwater sampling and Testing
If groundwater is present in the piezometer, OGI will purge the installation by bailing and
possibly pumping depending on groundwater flow to collect a sample for water quality testing.
The water quality testing will be based on the constituents listed on the RQWCB dewatering permit
guidelines and include general mineral, volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds, pesticides,
metals, and radiologic testing. A minimum of three well volumes will be purged until a clear water
sample is obtained from the piezometer. The water from the piezometer development process
will be transported offsite in a sealed container. We anticipate the piezometer development and
sample collection will take approximately six hours. The water sample will be delivered to Fruit
Growers Laboratory in Santa Paula, a state certified laboratory, for testing. The test results will
be included as an appendix to the geotechnical report with a written summary of piezometer
development, groundwater levels, and findings of the laboratory testing.
PERSONNEL, SCHEDULE, AND ESTIMATED FEE
Our Project Manager will be Ms. Lori Prentice, CEG. Ms. Prentice has over 30 years of
experience providing geotechnical services in the project area. Services described herein can be
initiated once we have received a fully executed contract and written authorization to proceed.
We anticipate the subsurface exploration will take one day and can be scheduled and performed
within about two weeks of receiving written authorization to proceed and permits, depending on
contractor availability, weather conditions, and site access. Laboratory testing is anticipated to
be complete within about two weeks of field exploration. We anticipate our geotechnical
evaluation and reporting can be completed within about four weeks of execution of the field
exploration program. We propose to provide the geotechnical services summarized on a time
and materials basis in accordance with the attached fee schedule and we will not exceed our fee
without written permission from Montecito Water District. A fee summary by task is included in
Table 1.
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Montecito Water District
Project No. OGI0224

OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.
Table 1. Fee Estimate
Description

Hours

Task 1 – Project Initiation
(permit assistance and USA)

8

Direct Fees
--

Task Fee
$ 1,000

Task 2 – Field Exploration
Private Utility Locator

880

Drill Rig

3,895

Traffic Control (plan and lane closure with flaggers)

16

2,810

Piezometer Construction

1,995

Drum Cuttings/Testing/Disposal – three barrels

1,375

12,955

Task 3 - Laboratory Testing

--

2,990

2,990

Task 4 - Geotechnical Evaluation and Reporting

54

--

7,440

Task 5 - Trenchless Design Support

8

--

1,280

86

13,945

25,765

12

3,135

4,815

98

$17,080

$30,580

Estimated Total Tasks 1 through 5:
Optional Task 6 – Groundwater Sampling, Laboratory
Testing, and Evaluation
Estimated Total including Optional Task 6:

ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were made in preparation of this proposal:
•

The proposed scope of services does not include any environmental assessments
or evaluations for the presence or absence of mold and/or hazardous/toxic
materials in the soil, surface water, groundwater, or atmosphere.

•

Acceptance of a mutually-agreeable contract.

•

District responsible for all required permitting, fees, and site access at no cost to
OGI.

•

Drill holes performed in North Jameson Lane and Fernald Point Lane; traffic control
will consist of lane closure with flaggers for North Jameson Lane and traffic cones
and signs for the private area of Fernald Point Lane.

•

OGI will not be responsible for damage to underground utilities that are not marked
or are improperly marked.

•

Prevailing Wage applies.

•

Wood Rodgers will provide an electronic site plan for our use at start of project.

•

Piezometer installation and two subsequent readings are included in the base
scope. Water sampling, testing, pump tests, etc. are not included but could be
provided as an optional task and fee.

•

MWD to provide temporary storage area for drums near the drilling site (MWD
yard) at no cost to OGI.
6
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Project No. OGI0224

OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.

•

The soil materials are non-hazardous and can be hauled offsite and disposed of
at an authorized facility by a certified soil handling firm.

•

Invoices to be paid within 30 days of invoice date.

CLOSURE
We appreciate the opportunity to provide this proposal for geotechnical services to
Montecito Water District for the US101 Waterline Relocation project. Please call us if you have
any questions or require additional information relative to the scope, estimated fee, or schedule.
Sincerely,
OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.

Lori E. Prentice, CEG
President
Enclosure:
cc:

2019 Fee Schedule

Karl Meier/Wood Rodgers
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OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.
OAKRIDGE GEOSCIENCE, INC.
2019 FEE SCHEDULE
Classification

Hourly Rates ($)

Staff Engineer/Geologist
Project Engineer/Geologist
Senior Engineer/Geologist
Principal Engineer/Geologist
Field Technician
Prevailing Wage (PW)
Non-Prevailing Wage (non-PW)
Special Inspection (PW)
Technical Assistant
CADD/Illustrator
Overtime Rates for Field Technician
Saturday and over 8 hours/day Weekdays (PW/non-PW)
Saturday over 8 hours, Sunday, and Holidays (PW/non-PW)
Expert Witness, Deposition, Legal Support

140/115
160/145
350

Laboratory Tests and Equipment
Moisture Content (ASTM 2216)
Moisture and Density (ASTM 2937)
Plastic and Liquid Limits (ASTM D4318)
Sieve Analyses through #200 (ASTM D6913)
Percent Passing #200 Sieve (ASTM D1140)
Hydrometer and Sieve (ASTM D422/C202)
Expansion Index (ASTM D4829)
Incremental Consolidation (ASTM D2435)
Unconfined Compression (ASTM D2166)
Direct Shear (ASTM D3080; Sand/Clay)
Sand Equivalent (ASTM D2419)
Soil Chemistry for Corrosion (pH, Res, Cl, SO4)
Modified Proctor (ASTM D1557)
R-Value (ASTM D2844)
Concrete Compression (ASTM C39); per cylinder
Nuclear Gauge; per day

Rate ($)
15
20
160
160
110
180
265
375
135
350/465
160
210
210
340
35
75

Laboratory Tests and Equipment – Caltrans Methods
Sieve Analysis, Coarse and Washed Fine Aggregate (CTM 202)
Sieve Analyses through #200 (CTM33)
Sand Equivalent (CTM 217)
Soil Chemistry for Corrosion (Caltrans Method)
R-Value Aggregate Base (CTM 301)
R-Value Oversize Correction
Durability Index, Coarse (CTM 229)
Durability Index, Fine (CTM 229)
Laboratory Maximum Density (CTM 216)
Concrete Compression (ASTM C39); per cylinder

Rate ($)
280
185
200
275
375
60
190
210
195
65

Reimbursable Expenses
Direct Project Expenses
Authorized Travel Expenses
Mileage
Field Vehicle; per day
Generator; per day

105
125
140
160
110
90
120
60
65

Rate ($)
Cost +10%
Cost +10%
IRS Rate
75
100

Additional testing services available and can be quoted on a project-specific basis.
Rates revised annually on January 1 of each year.

A DBE/SWBE/SBE Certified Firm
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM
SECTION:

3-D

DATE:

JULY 22, 2020

TO:

OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE

FROM:

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

FERNALD POINT LANE WATER MAIN REPLACEMENT PROJECT

RECOMMENDATION:
•

•
•

Recommend that the Board of Directors make a determination that the project is
categorically exempt from environmental review pursuant to the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as set forth on the attached Notice of
Exemption
Authorize staff to file the attached Notice of Exemption from CEQA with County of
Santa Barbara Clerk of the Board.
Recommend that the Board of Directors authorize the award of a contract to Lash
Construction for a not-to-exceed amount of $142,876 for the Fernald Point Lane Water
Main Replacement Project as part of the FY2021 capital improvement program.

DISCUSSION:
The Fernald Point Lane Water Main Replacement Project will replace approximately 600 feet of
4-inch cast iron main with new 6-inch ductile iron water main. The project also includes the
replacement of: (1) 13 service laterals with new copper piping; (2) two hydrants; and (3) several
gate valves. The project is located at the east end of Fernald Point Lane on a private section of
road. There are no permits required for the project since it is on private property and entirely
within an existing public utility easement. The project is being coordinated with all affected
property owners to ensure noise, traffic, and temporary water shutoff impacts are minimized.
District staff completed the engineering design in house and then advertised a Request for
Proposals (RFP) for construction services on Tuesday June 30, 2020 and closed the bid period on
Thursday July 16, 2020. The table below shows the bid results.

Table 1 – Fernald Point Lane Water Main Bid Results
Contractor

Total Bid

Lash Construction

$142,876.00

Tierra Contracting

$179,100.00

Juan Vega Engineering

$180,738.00

Elite General Engineering

$284,676.25

Colich and Sons

$460,330.00

Based on the bid results, Lash Construction was the low bidder on the project. District staff
recommend a contract award to Lash Construction for a not-to-exceed amount of $142,876.
This project is exempt from environmental review based on categorical exemptions in the
California Code of Regulations [“CCR”], as indicated on the attached Notice of Exemption form,
including maintenance of existing facilities used to provide public utility services [CCR
15301(b)] and replacement or reconstruction of existing utility systems and/or facilities
involving negligible or no expansion of capacity [CCR 15302(c)]. Upon an appropriate finding
by the Board of Directors, a Notice of Exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act
will be filed by staff prior to the implementation of the Fernald Point Lane Water Main
Replacement Project. The Notice of Exemption will be filed with the County of Santa Barbara
Clerk of the Board and will remain posted for 30 days.
FISCAL IMPACT
This project is part of the FY2021 Board-approved budget in the amount of $160,000. The
recommended award of $142,876 to Lash Construction is within the approved budget. The only
other expense to date was the surveying work which cost $4,725. It is expected this project will
be completed under budget.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Notice of Exemption – Fernald Point Lane Water Main Replacement Project

MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM
SECTION:

3-E

DATE:

JULY 22, 2020

TO:

OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS COMMITTEE

FROM:

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

UPDATE ON DISTRICT SMART METER PROGRAM

RECOMMENDATION:
Recommend that the Board of Directors appropriate additional project funding in the amount of
$554,292 from unrestricted operating reserves to cover project costs over the budgeted amount.
DISCUSSION:
The Board approved District Smart Meter Program includes two phases of work. Phase 1 is the
replacement of all customer meters with ultrasonic meters and Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) capable radios within existing customer meter pits. Phase 2 is the installation of a fixed
based network of 22 radio frequency collector devices on new poles, existing rooftops, and water
tanks throughout the District’s service area and rollout of an online portal to allow District and
customer access to real time water use data.
Phase 1 is approximately 70% complete to date with 3,203 of the 4,623 meters replaced. Phase 2
is approximately 40% complete with all 22 collector sites identified and the County application
package approximately 70% complete. Progress to date on the County permitting process for
each collector site is shown in Table 1.
District staff have partnered with the Southern California Gas Company (Sempra) and Frontier
Communications (Frontier) to share in the cost of permitting and installation and lessen the
impact of the smart meter network on the community. Sempra is in the process of installing its
collectors across Montecito. Sempra has agreed to cover the costs of pole construction for the 9
locations where District and Sempra poles can be shared either on District property or in the
public right of way. Frontier poles are existing and the District will attach to their existing pole
in 3 locations. District staff have agreed to locations and preliminary designs for 12 of the 22
collector locations where the District collector will share space on a Sempra or Frontier utility
pole. District staff have confirmed there will not be interference between the other utility’s
collectors and the District’s which use different frequencies. District staff and legal counsel are
working through draft agreements with these entities to formalize the arrangement.
Collaborating with these two utilities will also benefit the permitting review process by
minimizing the number of poles required across the community.
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Table 1 – Collector Permitting Progress Summary
Permit Requirement

Responsible Party

Progress to Date

District

100%

Preliminary Title Reports

Hamner Jewell & Assoc.

100%

Propagation Study (coverage)

Itron (radio manufacturer)

100%

Radio Frequency (RF) Study

Hammett & Edison

90%

Advantage Engineers

70%

Visionscape, Inc.

90%

District

50%

County Permit Support – Mapping,
Descriptions, Compilation, Meetings

Rincon Consultants

60%

California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Documentation

Rincon Consultants

0%

TBD

0%

Site Map and Vicinity Map

Engineering Design – Civil, Electrical,
Structural Elevations & Details
Visual Simulations
Private Property Agreements

Collector Construction

•

Site Maps & Vicinity Maps - District staff completed site plans for each of the 22 sites.

•

Preliminary Title Reports (PTR) – have been compiled and are ready for submittal to
the County for the eight collector sites on private property. District staff determined
purchase documents for District property could be used in lieu of ordering new PTRs for
all collector sites on District property. A PTR is not required for collectors located in the
County right of way.

•

Propagation Study – the District radio manufacturer completed a modeling analysis of
the final collector locations and determined all but 83 of the District’s 4,623 water meters
would be covered by the collector network. These 83 water meters will likely use a
cellular device inside the meter pit to connect to the smart meter system. Network
coverage maps will be prepared by Rincon for submittal to the County.
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•

Radio Frequency (RF) Study – the field work and draft report have been completed for
the RF Study by Hammett & Edison. The study measured background RF levels and
modeled future additional RF exposure due to the District collectors. The report will be
finalized by the end of July.

•

Engineering Design – District staff performed field visits with the District’s consultant
engineering team and Sempra in May 2020. The engineering designs drawings and
calculations for the 22 collector sites are nearing completion. These will include all
details required by the County.

•

Visual Simulations – visual simulations showing the “before” and “after” of each
collector site have been developed by Visionscape, Inc. and are being reviewed by the
District. These will be finalized by the end of July 2020.

•

Private Property Agreements – there are eight locations where collectors are proposed
on private property. Board approved agreements have been fully executed for four of the
eight properties. The remaining four are awaiting review of the design drawings, visual
simulations and RF Study prior to signing the agreement. These are not required for the
County permit application package but will be included if available.

•

County Permit Support – all County required documentation is being compiled, along
with detailed project descriptions and permit application document for each of the 22
sites. This package is 60% complete and will be finalized with the RF Study,
Engineering Design, and Visual Simulations prior to County submittal. For shared
collector sites with Frontier and Sempra, the District will still be required to submit a
permit application package for the site.

•

CEQA Documentation – District staff and consultant will prepare CEQA documentation
for each site which is expected to be a Categorical Exemption for all sites. For collector
locations where ground disturbance will occur, a District consultant will prepare a
memorandum summarizing the results of a tabletop environmental assessment to support
the Categorical Exemption.

•

Collector Construction – District staff will obtain construction bids once the permitting
process is complete. Construction may be completed in phases as certain locations will
be faster or slower to permit (coastal zone versus inland or new poles versus existing)

SCHEDULE
Phase 1 is expected to resume in August 2020 pending possible delays caused by the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic and will be completed within 6-8 weeks. For Phase 2, staff expects to
submit permit application packages to the County by August 2020. Permit review times will
vary by site depending if they are coastal or inland and on new or existing poles. Staff expects to
begin receiving approved permits for inland sites within three months of permit submittals.
Coastal zone site permits will range from 6-9 months depending on County and Planning
Commission, and Board of Architectural Review scheduling and comments. District staff are
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estimating the Smart Meter Program will be live by early 2021 for some customers and by spring
2021 for all customers.
FISCAL IMPACT
The Board approved budget for the smart meter program is $3.0 million. Expenses have not
exceeded the budget to date, but are projected to exceed the budget in the coming months. Table
2 shows the Board-approved budget with additional columns for actual costs to date, projected
costs, and budget overage.
For comparison, the Carpinteria Valley Water District is a very similar in size to the District
(about 5,000 customer meters) and is in the process of installing the same meters and collectors
in Carpinteria. Their smart meter program budget for the same expenses outlined above is $5.4
million and includes an outside consultant to manage the program. The District has saved
significant expense by managing the Smart Meter Program in house.
The estimated overage for the Smart Meter Project is $554,292. The overage is due to an
increase in material and service costs since 2017 and expansion of the project scope. The initial
budget did not account for additional work by District distribution staff to repair the components
around the meter, which are aging in some locations, and frequently requiring District repairs
before the meter installation contractor can perform their work. This has added unforeseen
material and labor costs to the project. In addition, the unit pricing from 2017 for meters and
radios was honored for the original purchase, but subsequent additional purchases have been at
2020 pricing which has increased about 20% for the purchase of about 400 additional meters and
radios. The additional meter purchases included new meter installations for new development
and approximately 15 extra meters of each size for District inventory. Unit pricing for the meter
installation contractor, collector hardware, and software also increased since the original
budgeting process in 2017. The collector permitting process has also increased in scope with the
County of Santa Barbara permitting process for each site requiring engineered designs, visual
simulations, preliminary title reports, and an RF Study, among other requirements.
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Table 2 – Smart Meter Program Budget and Projected Expense Summary
DESCRIPTION

BUDGET

ACTUALS
TO DATE

PROJECTED
ADDITIONAL

OVERAGE

Meters and Radios

$1,596,916

$1,871,684

$45,210

$319,978

Meter Installation
(including lids)

$750,000

$810,060

$195,960

$256,020

Collector Hardware

$88,364

$0

$116,400

$28,036

Software Setup &
Training

$56,440

$9,325

$63,710

$16,595

Collector Permitting
& Installation

$150,000

$52,993

$388,950

$291,943

$3,000,000

$2,744,062

$810,230

$554,292

TOTAL

REASON
Increase in extra meter
and radio unit prices
since 2017,
approximately 400 more
meters than expected
(new meters, added
inventory & low original
count), significant repairs
to meter valves,
unanticipated materials
(specialty bolts and
gaskets for 4600 meters).
Additional expenses for
400 additional meters,
increase in lid costs since
2017, increase in meter
install costs since 2017.
Increase in costs since
2017 quote. Added cost
of solar panels, mounting
equipment, electrical
cables, conduits, and
enclosures.
Increase in Itron service
costs since quote in
2017. Additional costs to
integrate into Incode
billing system and for
customer portal.
Additional consultant
and installation costs to
meet County permitting
requirements (RF Study,
Electrical/Structural
Engineering, PTRs, &
Permit Support)
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM

SECTION:

3-F

DATE:

JULY 22, 2020

TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

GROUNDWATER SPECIALIST

SUBJECT:

SEMI ANNUAL GROUNDWATER MONITORING REPORT SPRING
2020 UPDATE

RECOMMENDATION:
For information only.
DISCUSSION:
District staff conducts a semi-annual survey of groundwater wells within the District service
boundary. The survey measures static water elevations in District-owned and private
groundwater wells and converts this data to groundwater aquifer elevations above mean sea
level. This data is collected by the District to continue its efforts in monitoring the groundwater
basin and to ascertain groundwater storage conditions within the four defined groundwater
storage units District-wide. The collection of data twice per year reflects groundwater conditions
following the rainfall/groundwater recharge season (spring) and after the dry season (fall). The
last groundwater monitoring report was in Fall 2019.
The Spring 2020 monitoring program successfully recorded groundwater elevations for 55 wells
in the Montecito Basin. No new wells were added to the program in the past year. Below, Table
1 shows average groundwater elevations with respect to mean sea level, by storage unit, and how
they compare to historic groundwater low and high periods. On average, over the past year wells
across the entire basin saw an increase in groundwater elevation. The majority of wells have
recovered to at or near 1991 and 2015 historic dry period elevations but remain well below 1998
historic wet period elevations. Graphs of each storage unit average groundwater elevations are
located in Attachment 1.
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Table 1: Average Montecito GW Elevations and Changes
Average Montecito GW Elevation Changes
Storage Unit

Spring 2020 GW Elev. (ft) Above MSL

1 Year Change

Vs. Fall 1990 (Dry)

Vs. Fall 2015 (Dry)

Vs. Spring 1998 (Wet)

1
2*
3
4*

280
251
8
166

14
3
3
18

4
14
-

19
15
-

-44
-17
-

*Not enough data to be statistically viable

Background
There are four storage units in the Montecito Groundwater Basin (known as Storage Units Nos.
1, 2, 3 and 4). Storage units 1, 2, and 3 are divided on the basis of east-west trending faults that
act as barriers to down-slope groundwater movement. The northern unit (Storage Unit 1) is
bounded on the south by the Arroyo Parida Fault, the central unit (Storage Unit 2) by the
Montecito Fault and the southern unit (Storage Unit 3) by the Rincon Creek Fault, which is
located under the ocean, south of the coastline. Attachment 2 is a map of the basin and its storage
units.
The District pumps between 100 and 600 AF of groundwater per year from the groundwater
basin. This groundwater is used to serve both domestic and non-domestic uses for District
customers. Groundwater rights have not been established for the basin by agreement or through
legal process in Montecito. The amount of water drawn by private wells is not known to the
District. There are hundreds of private wells with no metering or reporting requirements in place
to mandate that the information be tracked. The District has been able to obtain water level
information on a voluntary basis from private wells to keep track of the overall basin water
levels.
Storage Unit 1
Storage Unit 1 consists of highly variable geology with most wells accessing isolated pockets of
groundwater between rock fractures, resulting in highly variable groundwater elevations and
challenges with determining trends for the basin as a whole. Groundwater levels on average,
recovered 14 feet in the last year within wells sampled in this storage unit. On average,
groundwater remains 44 feet below historic wet weather elevations.
Storage Unit 2
Storage Unit 2 is a low-producing groundwater basin with clayey soils and very little
groundwater production and few known active wells. There are only three data points available
for analyzing groundwater levels in Storage Unit 2. All three are private wells and are located in
the far western region of the storage unit with very close proximity to one another. The wells
have shown steady groundwater levels over the last 3 years with very little change. With only
three data points and their locations with relation to the rest of the storage unit, there is currently
too low of a population in the dataset to have a statistically viable determination of groundwater
trend or recharge level.
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Storage Unit 3
Storage Unit 3 is the most homogenous of the storage units with the highest safe yield.
Groundwater levels on average, recovered 3 feet in last year within wells sampled in this storage
unit. On average, groundwater remains 17 feet below historic wet weather elevations.
Toro Canyon Storage Unit (4)
There are only two data points available for analyzing water levels in Toro Canyon Storage Unit.
The data for these two wells shows steadily decreasing groundwater levels since 2009 with a
slight recovery in the past two years. With only two data points the data set is currently too small
to have a statistically viable determination of groundwater trend or recharge level.
Summary
The Spring 2020 Groundwater Monitoring Program included 55 private and District wells. On
average, groundwater levels are rising throughout the basin and have recovered 3 to 18 feet in all
storage units in the past year. Groundwater levels in all basins remain at or near historic dry
weather levels and 17 to 44 feet below historic wet weather levels.
Future efforts of the Montecito Groundwater Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)
will increase the monitoring network density and increase groundwater level data in each of the
storage units. Future basin modeling by the GSA will calculate storage unit groundwater
volumes and sustainable yields which can then be used to correlate groundwater levels to storage
unit capacities.
Attachment 1 – Groundwater Monitoring Graphs
Attachment 2 – Groundwater Basin Map
Attachment 3 – Presentation Slides
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Agenda Item 3-F
Semi Annual Groundwater Monitoring Report
July 22, 2020

montecitogsa.com
1
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Monitoring Program
• Started in 1983 with 15
public and private wells
• Goal: monitor basin
groundwater levels twice per
year (before and after rainy
season)

• Spring 2020 survey:
• 55 wells sampled
• 19 District, 36 Private ownership

• Majority of wells are located
in Storage Unit 1
montecitogsa.com
2
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Monitoring Procedure
• Well Sounding Procedure:
• 24-hour down time prior to sounding
• Sounding equipment lowered down well to
determine water surface elevation related to
reference point
• Depth to groundwater translated to elevation
above mean sea level

• District well levels are reported to California Statewide Groundwater
Elevation Monitoring (CASGEM) Program as required by SGMA
montecitogsa.com
3
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Montecito Basin: Wells and Storage Units
N

Storage Unit 1
Storage Unit 4
(Toro)
Storage Unit 2

Storage Unit 3
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Spring 2020 Update
• Overall the basin is still recovering from the most recent 7 year
drought
Average Montecito GW Elevation Changes
Storage Unit

Spring 2020 GW Elev. (ft) Above MSL

1 Year Change

Vs. Fall 1990 (Dry)

Vs. Fall 2015 (Dry)

Vs. Spring 1998 (Wet)

1
2*
3
4*

280
251
8
166

14
3
3
18

4
14
-

19
15
-

-44
-17
-

*Not enough data to be statistically viable
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Storage Unit 1 Groundwater Elevation
Wet Year Max Date
Dry Year Min Dates
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Storage Unit 1 Status
• Recharge: In the last year, groundwater levels have recovered 14 feet
• Deficit: On average, groundwater remains 44 feet below historic wet
weather elevations (1998)
Average Montecito GW Elevation Changes
Storage Unit

Spring 2020 GW Elev. (ft) Above MSL

1 Year Change

Vs. Fall 1990 (Dry)

Vs. Fall 2015 (Dry)

Vs. Spring 1998 (Wet)

1
2*
3
4*

280
251
8
166

14
3
3
18

4
14
-

19
15
-

-44
-17
-

*Not enough data to be statistically viable
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Storage Unit 2
• Low producing basin with small groundwater bearing deposits
• Small number of active producing wells
• Only 3 active private wells under District monitoring program
• Located on far western extent of basin, very close proximity with one another
(<1/4 mi)

• The 3 wells have shown steady groundwater levels over the last 3 years
• Wells remain at or below historic dry weather levels
• Not enough data points to have a statistically viable determination of
trend or recharge level
montecitogsa.com
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Storage Unit 2 Groundwater Elevation
Wet Year Max Date
Dry Year Min Dates
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Storage Unit 3 Status
• Recharge: In the last year, groundwater levels have recovered 3 feet
• Deficit: On average, groundwater remains 17 feet below historic wet
weather elevations (1998)
Average Montecito GW Elevation Changes
Storage Unit

Spring 2020 GW Elev. (ft) Above MSL

1 Year Change

Vs. Fall 1990 (Dry)

Vs. Fall 2015 (Dry)

Vs. Spring 1998 (Wet)

1
2*
3
4*

280
251
8
166

14
3
3
18

4
14
-

19
15
-

-44
-17
-

*Not enough data to be statistically viable
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Storage Unit 3 Groundwater Elevation
Wet Year Max Date
Dry Year Min Dates
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Storage Unit 4 (Toro Canyon)
• Only two active wells under monitoring program
• 1 District Well (Edgewood), 1 private well

• Both wells have shown steady groundwater levels over the last 3
years with a slight increase during this last Spring sounding.
• Both wells remain near historic dry weather levels
• Not enough data points to have a statistically viable determination
of trend or Storage Unit current recharge level.
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Storage Unit 4 Groundwater Elevation
Wet Year Max Date
Dry Year Min Dates
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Summary
• Spring 2020 Groundwater Monitoring Program included 55 District
and Private Wells
• Groundwater levels are rising throughout the basin
• On average, groundwater levels recovered 3 to 18 feet in all storage
units in the past year.
• Groundwater levels throughout the entire basin, on average, remain
at or near historic dry weather levels and 17 to 44 feet below historic
wet weather levels
montecitogsa.com
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Next Steps
• Future Basin Modeling will increase resolution on individual storage
units volumes and sustainable safe yield
• Staff to pursue additional data points to increase resolution in several
storage units
• Focus data infill efforts on Storage Units 2, 3, and 4
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Questions?
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